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Abstract

When confronted with multivariate multiblock data (i.e., data in which the
observations are nested within different data blocks that have the variables in common), it can
be useful to synthesize the available information in terms of components and to inspect
between-block similarities and differences in component structure. To this end, the
clusterwise simultaneous component analysis (C-SCA) framework was developed across a
series of papers: C-SCA partitions the data blocks into a limited number of mutually exclusive
groups and performs separate SCA’s per cluster. In this paper, we present a more general
version of C-SCA. The key difference with the existing C-SCA methods is that the new
method does not impose that the clusters are mutually exclusive, but allows for overlapping
clusters. Therefore, the new method is called Overlapping Clusterwise Simultaneous
Component Analysis (OC-SCA). Each of these clusters corresponds to a single component,
such that all the data blocks that are assigned to a particular cluster have the associated
component in common. Moreover, the more clusters a specific data block belongs to, the
more complex the underlying component structure. A simulation study and an empirical
application to emotion data are included in the paper.

Keywords: clusterwise simultaneous component analysis, SCA-IND, overlapping clustering
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1. Introduction
Multivariate multiblock data are a set of matrices that have either the variable
(column) mode in common, whereas the entities of the observation mode differ [1], or that
have the observation (row) mode in common, whereas the variables differ. Examples of
columnwise-coupled multiblock data can be found in several domains of research. In
psychology, one may think of multiple emotion ratings of subjects from different age groups,
or inhabitants of different countries (e.g., [2, 3]). In chemometrics, multiblock data may
contain concentrations of chemical compounds in certain substances in different geographical
areas, or measured with different measurement techniques, or from different raw material
sources, etcetera (e.g., [4, 5, 6]). In economics, one can think of a questionnaire on work
experience administered to workers belonging to different industries or countries (e.g., [7]). In
marketing, an example is a survey on the liking of a food item administered to consumers of
different countries (e.g., [8]). Examples of rowwise coupled multiblock data include
multisource data in chemometrics (e.g., [9]). For the current paper, we will focus on
columnwise coupled multiblock data. Adapting the method presented in this paper for
rowwise coupled data is a possible direction for future research.
In all of the above cases, it can be useful to synthesize the available information in
terms of components and to inspect similarities and differences in the component structures of
the data blocks – which we will refer to as the ‘within-block structures’. For this purpose, the
clusterwise simultaneous component analysis (C-SCA) framework was developed in a series
of papers by De Roover and colleagues [1, 10]. C-SCA builds on the assumption that, based
on their within-block structure, the data blocks can be partitioned into a few mutually
exclusive clusters. The cluster-specific component structures are revealed by applying
simultaneous component analysis (SCA) [11, 12] to the data blocks that are assigned to the
same cluster. C-SCA encompasses SCA and standard principal component analyses (PCA)
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[13, 14] on the separate data blocks as special cases. The former is obtained when the number
of clusters amounts to one, the latter when the number of clusters equals the number of
blocks.
Several C-SCA variants have been proposed in the literature. One model feature that is
varied is which particular SCA variant is used (SCA-ECP [1, 10], SCA-IND [15], or SCA-P
[16]), and thus, which restrictions are imposed on the block-specific component variances and
correlations. Moreover, variants differ in whether or not the number of extracted components
is restricted to be the same across clusters [17]. Finally, a variant has been proposed that
allows some of the extracted components to be shared by all clusters (i.e., common
components) and thus distinguishes between common and cluster-specific components [18].
In this paper we will develop a more general version of C-SCA. The key principle of
the new method is to seek for overlapping clusters, implying that a data block can be assigned
to more than one cluster. Therefore, the method is called Overlapping Clusterwise
Simultaneous Component Analysis (OC-SCA-IND; the reasons why we apply the SCA-IND
restrictions will be elucidated in Section 2). Allowing for overlapping clusters may be helpful
in many domains of research. For instance, in a cross-cultural data set, it is reasonable to think
that, on the one hand, countries with the same language share a component and, on the other
hand, countries with the same religion share another component, whereas countries will
partially overlap in terms of religion and language.
Reconsidering the modelling features of the different C-SCA variants, OC-SCA
encompasses several C-SCA variants as special cases. Regarding modelling between-block
differences in the number of components, in OC-SCA-IND each cluster corresponds to one
component. Consequently, the number of clusters to which a data block belongs gives an
indication of the complexity of its underlying component structure. With respect to the
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common versus cluster-specific nature of components, the number of data blocks that is
assigned to a certain cluster reflects how common or specific the corresponding component is,
allowing to model different degrees of commonness and specificity.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, SCA-IND and C-SCA-IND are
recapitulated. Section 3 is devoted to the new OC-SCA-IND model. The estimation procedure
and how to select the optimal number of clusters (which equals the number of components)
are discussed in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 report a simulation study for evaluating the
performance of OC-SCA-IND and the results of a real-life application, respectively. In both
cases a comparison to the SCA-IND results is included. Finally, Section 7 contains some
conclusions and points of discussion.

2. (Clusterwise) Simultaneous Component Analysis models
2.1. Data structure and preprocessing
Columnwise coupled multiblock data consist of I data blocks Xi (Ni × J), i = 1, …, I,
containing the scores of Ni observations on J quantitative variables. We can vertically
concatenate the data blocks Xi, i = 1, …, I, leading to the data matrix X (N × J), where
I

N   N i denotes the total number of observations.
i 1

Prior to fitting the model to the data, these are usually preprocessed. Specifically, the
data are first centered per data block to remove between-block differences in variable means,
allowing us to focus on between-block differences in covariance structure. By scaling the data
we subsequently eliminate artificial scale differences between variables. In SCA and C-SCA
analysis, two scaling options are frequently used, namely autoscaling [19] and overall scaling
[12]. In the former case every variable is normalized per data block (i.e., dividing the centered
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data by the block-specific standard deviations), whereas in the latter case the variables are
normalized across all data blocks (i.e., dividing by the overall standard deviations). Therefore,
autoscaling should be preferred when one wants to focus on the within-block correlation
structure, while overall scaling is recommended to inspect the within-block covariance
structure. Since the IND version of SCA will be used, which allows for between-block
differences in the variances of the components, overall scaling appears to be the most natural
choice in this paper.

2.2. SCA-IND
An SCA model is formulated as

  Ei , i  1, ..., I ,
Xi  FB
i

(1)

where Fi (Ni × Q) and B (J × Q) are the component score matrix of data block i and the
component loading matrix, respectively, where Q denotes the number of components, and Ei
(Ni × J) is the error matrix of data block i. As stated in the introduction, several variants have
been proposed (i.e., SCA-ECP, SCA-IND, SCA-PF2, and SCA-P), that impose different
restrictions on the variances and correlations of the block-specific component score matrices
(for more details, see [12]). Generally speaking, the more restrictions are imposed, the less
between-block differences are allowed for. Therefore, none of the variants is uniformly the
best choice. Which variant is selected thus strongly depends on the data set under
investigation. In this paper, we focus on SCA-IND (i.e., SCA with INDscal constraints), in
which the block-specific component scores are uncorrelated. The variances of the component
scores may differ across the blocks, but equal one across all blocks. Unlike SCA-ECP and
SCA-P, SCA-IND has no rotational freedom (under mild assumptions), which makes
interpretation simpler.
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2.3. C-SCA-IND and other C-SCA variants
C-SCA models cluster the data blocks into K mutually exclusive groups and formulate
a separate SCA model within each cluster. C-SCA [1, 10] was originally formulated as
follows:
K

Xi   pik Fi( k ) B( k )  Ei , i  1, ..., I ,

(2)

k 1

where Fi(k ) is the component score matrix of data block i when assigned to cluster k, B(k) is the
component loading matrix of cluster k. The matrices Fi(k ) and B(k) have order (Ni × Q) and (J
× Q), respectively, where Q denotes the number of cluster-specific components. Finally, the
entries pik of the partition matrix P take values 1 (if data block i is assigned to cluster k) or 0
K

(otherwise). Moreover, it holds that

p
k 1

ik

 1, i  1,, I . Hence, if K = 1, then P = 1 (where

1 denotes a column vector of 1’s) and C-SCA reduces to SCA.
Although C-SCA-ECP [1, 10] and C-SCA-P versions [16] have been proposed as well,
we focus here on the C-SCA-IND variant [15]. This variant has no rotational freedom and,
unlike C-SCA-P, forces all important between-block differences in the correlations of the
variables to show up in the clustering. Moreover, the often too restrictive C-SCA-ECP
assumption of equal component variances – implying that each component gets an equal
weight in the solution for each data block – is avoided.
Regarding between-block differences in the complexity of the component structure, CSCA models generally restrict the number of components to be the same across clusters. Since
this assumption is often unrealistic, De Roover et al. [17] proposed a variant that allows for
different numbers of cluster-specific components Q(k).
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Finally, since all components are cluster-specific, it can be concluded that C-SCA
models strongly focus on structural differences. However, in many cases, it is reasonable to
expect that next to these differences, there will also be a lot of structural similarity. To better
capture both aspects –similarities and differences– a C-SCA variant was proposed that allows
for common components, shared by all clusters, as well as cluster-specific ones [18]. This
model is formulated as follows:
K

)
k) 
Xi  Fi ,commBcomm   pik Fi(,kspec
B(spec
 Ei , i  1, ..., I ,

(3)

k 1

where the subscripts ‘comm’ and ‘spec’ indicate ‘common’ and ‘cluster-specific’,
respectively. Fi,comm (Fi,spec) and B,comm (Bspec) are the common (cluster-specific) component
score matrix for data block i and common (cluster-specific) component loading matrix,
respectively. One drawback of CC-SCA is that the number of common components and
cluster-specific ones has to be determined beforehand or selected later on by comparing the fit
values of models with different numbers of common and cluster-specific components.

3. OC-SCA-IND model
The key feature of the new OC-SCA-IND model is that the clusters, which each
correspond to one component, are allowed to overlap, rather than being mutually exclusive:
K

Xi   uik fi( k )b( k )  Ei , i  1, ..., I ,

(4)

k 1

where fi(k ) is the component score vector of data block i assigned to cluster k (i.e., the scores
of the Ni observations in block i on the kth component) and b(k) contains the loadings of the J
variables on the component associated with cluster k. The vectors fi(k ) and b(k) have length Ni
and J, respectively. Finally, uik is the generic entry of the binary overlapping matrix U (I × K),
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which takes values 1 (if data block i is assigned to cluster k) or 0 (implying that the kth
component does not underlie data block i). When uik equals 0, we impose that fi( k )  0 Ni ,
where 0 Ni denotes a vector of zeroes of length Ni. The overlapping nature of the clustering
K

implies that each block can belong to multiple clusters:

u
k 1

ik

 1, i  1,

,I .

Consistently with SCA-IND, the components are uncorrelated per data block.
Specifically, if we let Fi be the matrix of the component scores for block i obtained by





juxtaposing next to each other the fi(k ) ’s ( Fi  fi(1)  fi( K ) , i = 1,…, I), we impose the
constraint Ni1Fi ' Fi  Di2 , i  1,

, I , where Di is a diagonal matrix holding the standard

deviations of the component scores of block i. By letting the component variances vary across
blocks, we take into account that the importance of a component may vary across the data
blocks for which it is relevant. The orthogonality restrictions are useful from an
interpretational as well as an estimation point of view, as we will explain. Note that the
overlapping clusterwise models using the other SCA variants can be obtained by replacing
these constraints by the ones associated with the desired variant [12].
Regarding between-block differences in the complexity of the underlying component
structure, OC-SCA-IND extracts only one component per cluster. At first glance, this may
appear to be a limitation, but one should note that this choice can be made without loss of
generality, because of the overlapping nature of the clustering. If a specific subset of data
blocks have two components in common that are not relevant for other data blocks, OC-SCAIND deals with this by assigning all these data blocks to two clusters that correspond to the
two components involved.
Regarding the common versus cluster-specific nature of the components, OC-SCAIND allows to model all degrees of commonness. To further clarify this, let us consider the
following example with I = 8 data blocks and K = 5 clusters. All the blocks belong to Cluster
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1 and the remaining four clusters are composed by subsets of blocks (data blocks X1-X4 are
assigned to Clusters 2 and 3, X3-X6 to Cluster 4 and X7-X8 to Cluster 5). It follows that

1
1

1

1
U
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0

0
0 
0

0
.
0

0
1

1 

(5)

According to Equation 5 and taking into account Equation 4, the decomposition of the total
data matrix X can be rewritten as (we omit the subscript for the 0 vectors):

 X1  f1(1) f1(2) f1(3) 0 0 
 E1 
 X   (1) (2) (3) 0 0 
 
  b (1) '  E2 
 2  f 2 f 2 f 2
 X3  f3(1) f3(2) f3(3) f3(4) 0   (2)   E3 
 b '  
   (1) (2) (3) (4)
X 4  f 4 f 4 f 4 f 4 0   (3)  E4 



X

.
 X5  f5(1) 0 0 f5(4) 0  b '  E5 
 b (4) '  
   (1)
(4)
X
0
f
f
0
0
  (5)   E6 
 6  6
6
(4)
(1)

 X  f 0 0 0 f  b ' E 
7

 7   7(1)
 7
(4)
 X8  f8 0 0 0 f8 
 E8 

(6)

Since all the data blocks are assigned to Cluster 1, we can conclude that the associated
component is common to all the data blocks. The first four blocks also constitute Clusters 2
and 3. The associated components are thus cluster-specific because they explain only a subset
of data blocks. The structure of data blocks X3 and X4 is more complex, however, than that of
data blocks X1 and X2. Therefore, X3 and X4 are also assigned to Cluster 4, next to data blocks
X5 and X6. The associated component has the same degree of commonness as the components
of clusters 2 and 3, since they are all relevant for four data blocks. Finally, data blocks X7 and
X8 are assigned to Clusters 1 and 5. The fifth component therefore is the least common, since
it only plays a role for two data blocks. It is important to note that, unlike CC-SCA, it is not
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necessary to choose the nature of the components a priori (e.g., fit a model with three
common components and two cluster-specific ones). Instead, the nature of the components
can be determined post hoc by inspecting the binary overlapping matrix U.
It should be clear that OC-SCA-IND encompasses SCA-IND and C-SCA-IND as
special cases. Specifically, OC-SCA-IND is equivalent to C-SCA-IND if all columns of U are
either identical or non-overlapping to the other columns. Moreover, if all U entries equal one,
OC-SCA-IND boils down to SCA-IND. Therefore, one may doubt the added value of OCSCA-IND over SCA-IND since, in SCA-IND, the block-specific component variances will in
theory equal zero when a component is irrelevant to a certain data block. However, in
practice, component variances will almost never equal zero in SCA-IND, as we will illustrate
in Sections 5 and 6. Consequently, in SCA-IND, the component loadings may also be
different than in OC-SCA-IND, since every data block has some influence on every
component.

4. Model estimation and model selection
4.1. Objective function
We propose to use a penalized loss function when fitting OC-SCA-IND solutions with prespecified numbers of clusters K. Without imposing a penalty, all data blocks are assigned to
all clusters (yielding a SCA-IND model), because each component will account for some
variance in each block. Building on [17], an AIC-based [20] loss function will be used
(regarding the choice of AIC, see footnote 2 in [17]):
AIC  2loglik(X | M)  2 fp,

(7)
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where loglik(X|M) refers to the loglikelihood of data X given model M and fp denotes the
number of free parameters to be estimated. Assuming the residuals e ni j to be independent and
identically distributed as e ni j ~ N(0,σ²), the OC-SCA-IND loglikelihood reads as follows:
NJ


2
1
NJ
1


 SSE  
loglik( X | M)  log 
exp


log  2 2   2 SSE,

2 
2 
 2 
2
2
 2  



(8)

given that SSE is defined as
I

SSE  
i 1

2

K

Xi   u f b  ,
k 1

(k )
ik i

where |||| denotes the Frobenius norm. Using ˆ 2 

(k )

(9)

SSE
as a post-hoc estimator of the error
NJ

variance σ² [21], the loglikelihood becomes:

loglik( X | M)  

NJ
 2 SSE  NJ
log 

2
 NJ  2

(10)

NJ

1  log  2   log  N J   log  SSE   ,
2 

where the first three terms are invariant across solutions and thus can be discarded during
estimation.
The number of free parameters fp is given by:
fp  JK    N ( k )  1    Qi (Qi  1) / 2  ,
K

I

k 1

i 1

(11)
K

where Qi indicates the number of components that are relevant for block i (i.e.,

u
k 1

ik

) and

I

N(k) the total number of observations in cluster k (i.e., N ( k )   uik Ni ). The first and second
i 1

terms of Equation 11 refer to the number of component loadings and scores respectively. The
second term takes the restriction that each component has a variance of one over all blocks in
the corresponding cluster into account. The third term corrects for the orthogonality restriction
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per data block. The number of component loadings is invariant during model estimation and is
thus discarded. Combining the remaining terms from Equations 10 and 11, the following
penalized loss function L is obtained:
I
K

L  N J log  SSE   2   N ( k )  1    Qi (Qi  1) / 2   .
i 1
 k 1


(12)

4.2. Model estimation
Building on the SCA-IND algorithm discussed in [12], we developed the following
OC-SCA-IND algorithm.
1. Initialization:
a. Randomly initialize the binary overlapping clustering matrix U, by sampling
(with replacement) I cluster membership patterns from all possible patterns
(excluding the pattern with zero assignments). If some of the obtained clusters
are empty, sampling is repeated.
b. For each data block i, the diagonal matrix Di containing the block-specific
component standard deviations (SD) is initialized by setting the standard
deviations to one if the block is assigned to the corresponding cluster and to
zero otherwise.
c. Initialize all cluster-specific loading vectors b(k), by conducting, for each
cluster k, the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on the vertical
concatenation X(k) of the data blocks in that cluster: X( k )  R( k )S( k ) V( k ) . Next,
set b(k) to

1 N ( k ) s1( k ) v1( k ) where S1( k ) and V1( k ) indicate the highest singular

value and the associated right singular vector, respectively. Of course, strongly
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overlapping clusters will have very similar loadings, but this is solved in the
following steps.
2. Update the cluster-specific component scores and loadings. To this end, the following two
substeps are iterated until the loss function L no longer decreases according to the
convergence criterion  (e.g., 1e × 10−6).
a. To update the component scores fi( k ) , the matrix Fi* , which is a reduced
version of Fi, containing only the scores on the components corresponding to
the clusters to which the data block is assigned, is decomposed as Fi*  Pi*D*i ,
where Pi* holds the normalized component scores (i.e., with variances equal to
one) and D*i the standard deviations (on the diagonal) of the components that
are underlying data block i (i.e., uik = 1).
i. Based on the SVD Xi B*D*i  RiSi Vi , Pi* is updated as Pi*  Ni Ri Vi .
Note that B* contains the loadings on the components which are
applicable to data block i according to the clustering.1
ii. The vector of component SD’s d *i is computed by the regression step

 Pi* B1* 




*
1
*
*



where
di   (G G) G vec(Xi )  with G  Pi B j




 P * B* 
 i J

denotes the

elementwise product and B*j equals 1Ni b*j , with 1Ni denoting the

1

OC-SCA-ECP is obtained by imposing that D*i is equal to an identity matrix for each data

block and thus by performing the SVD Xi B*  Ri Si Vi in this step. OC-SCA-P is obtained by
updating the component scores using constrained least squares to impose fi( k )  0 Ni when uik is
equal to zero (see selectivity constraints in [22]). The penalty in the loss function (Equation
12) should be attuned accordingly, to properly account for these restrictions.
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column vector of ones with length Ni and b*j equal to the j-th row of B*
[12]. When this regression step has been conducted for all data blocks,
the resulting standard deviations are rescaled per cluster, so that the
standard deviations across all the blocks within the cluster equal one2.
This rescaling does not affect the loss function, because it can be
compensated for in the loadings B. The loadings are not explicitly
rescaled in Step 2a, however, because they are updated in Step 2b.
iii. Fi* is calculated as Fi*  Pi*D*i . Because Pi* is columnwise orthonormal,
Fi* will be columnwise orthogonal.

iv. Insert the Fi* estimates into the Fi matrices, which are vertically
concatenated into the total component score matrix F.
b. The cluster-specific loading vectors b(k) can be updated all at once by means of
the regression step B   (FF)1 FX  , where B refers to the horizontal
concatenation of the cluster-specific loading vectors b(k).
3. Update the clustering matrix U. This update is done row per row (i.e., for each block
separately) using a so-called ‘greedy’ approach [23]. First, evaluate all cluster membership
patterns in which the block is assigned to one single cluster – e.g., if K = 3, [1 0 0], [0 1 0],
and [0 0 1] – updating the component scores and loadings accordingly (i.e., performing a
limited number of iterations of steps 2a and 2b). Retain the pattern with the lowest loss
function value L. Next, evaluate in the same way whether it is beneficial to assign the
block to an additional cluster. For instance, if the optimal assignment to a single cluster
At this point, it is also checked whether some of the block-specific component SD’s are
smaller than 1e × 10−9). Conceptually, this would imply that the block is assigned to a cluster
while the corresponding component is not relevant to the block in question, which may occur,
for instance, right after the random initialization of U. Technically, this would cause
singularity or near-singularity problems. Thus, if this is the case, the SD in question is put to
zero as well as the corresponding element of the clustering matrix U.
2
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was [1 0 0], evaluate the patterns [1 1 0] and [1 0 1]. Retain the one with the best loss
function value, and so on. Due to the penalty in the loss function, the loss function value
may increase when adding an extra assignment, however, indicating that the increase in fit
does not outweigh the increase in complexity. When this occurs, discard such additional
assignments and cease the greedy update of the row. If the obtained loss function value
after updating all cluster memberships is higher than the value before the update, the
greedy approach failed, and an optimal update is performed instead, in which all (2K – 1)
possible cluster memberships are evaluated for each block and the best one is retained3.
4. Check for empty clusters. If one (or more) clusters are empty after step 3, an assignment to
this empty cluster is tentatively added for each data block, updating the components by
means of one iteration of substeps 2a and 2b. The data block for which this extra
assignment is the least detrimental, is added to this cluster.
5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until the loss function L no longer decreases according to the
convergence criterion  .

To reduce the risk of ending up in a local minimum, a multistart procedure with different
random initializations of the clustering matrix U is used and the best-fitting solution (i.e., with
the lowest L) is retained as the final solution.

4.3. Model selection
When using the algorithm described above, the number of clusters K has to be
specified. Of course, the most appropriate number of clusters is in most cases unknown when
analyzing real data and model selection needs to be performed. To this end, one may fit OC3

An algorithm in which all clustering updates were optimal was also evaluated in the
simulation study (Section 5), but it performed almost identical to the greedy one, whereas the
computation time was more than three times longer. Therefore, we only consider the ‘greedy
algorithm’ in the remainder of the paper.
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SCA-IND models with different numbers of clusters K and use the scree test [24] to decide on
the best number of clusters ‘Kbest’ in terms of balance between model fit and complexity.
Specifically, the goal of the scree test is to determine the number of clusters after which the
increase in fit with additional clusters levels off and this is done by looking for an elbow in
the scree plot. As a fit measure, we use the percentage of variance accounted for (VAF). Since
the data is centered per data block, the VAF may be expressed as

X  SSE
2

VAF 

X

2

100%.

(13)

Due to the overlapping nature of the clustering, the VAF will vary more irregularly in function
of the number of clusters and, thus, the scree line may sometimes decrease. Therefore, we use
the CHULL procedure (for more details, see [25-27]; for software, see [28]) to perform the
scree test, which first looks for the convex hull of the scree plot and then selects the solution
on the upper boundary of the hull that maximizes the following scree ratio:

sr( s ) 

VAFs  VAFs 1 K s  K s 1
,
VAFs 1  VAFs K s 1  K s

(14)

where s refers to the sth solution on the hull4. In addition to using the CHULL procedure, one
may also rely on a priori knowledge about the data or on the interpretability of the different
models.
Given the AIC-based nature of the objective function (Equation 12), it may seem
straightforward to use the AIC for model selection as well. However, for clusterwise SCA, it
has been demonstrated that AIC performs badly with a strong tendency to overestimate the
number of clusters to the extent that the highest number of clusters is usually selected [17].
4

One

could argue to use the number of free parameters (Equation 11) as the complexity of the
models in the CHULL procedure, instead of the number of clusters. Problems with this
strategy have been reported for other clusterwise SCA models [17], however, and a pilot
study of this strategy for OC-SCA-IND indicated an inferior performance as well.
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5. Simulation Study
In this section, a simulation study is discussed, aiming to evaluate the performance of
the OC-SCA-IND algorithm and to examine its added value over the standard SCA-IND
approach. Additionally, the performance of the CHULL procedure for selecting the number of
overlapping clusters is assessed.

5.1. Design
In this simulation study, the number of variables J was fixed at 12. Furthermore, five
factors were systematically varied in a complete factorial design:
1. the number of data blocks I at two levels: 20, 405;
2. the number of observations per data block Ni at three levels: Ni

Ni

U[30;70] , Ni

U[15; 20] ,

U[80;120] , with U indicating a discrete uniform distribution

between the given numbers;
3. the number of clusters K at three levels: 2, 4, 6;
4. the probability Poverlap that a data block belongs to more than one cluster at three
levels: .25, .50, .75;
5. the error level e, which is the expected proportion of error variance in the data blocks:
.20, .40, .60.

5

For a few replications per cell of the design, we also evaluated the performance of OCSCA-IND and SCA-IND for only 10 data blocks. This decreased the performance of both
methods proportionally (i.e., proportionally to the reported performance for 20 and 40 data
blocks).
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For each simulated data set, the clustering matrix U was generated by, first, splitting
all possible cluster membership patterns into the overlapping and the non-overlapping ones,
where the number of overlapping and non-overlapping ones is indicated by Ro and Rno,
respectively. Then, I multinomial random numbers were sampled, indicating the different
cluster membership patterns, with the multinomial probabilities equal to Poverlap/Ro for the
overlapping patterns and (1 − Poverlap)/Rno for the non-overlapping ones. Next, U was obtained
by vertically concatenating the sampled cluster membership patterns in a random order6.
The J × K loading matrix B was obtained by sampling the loadings uniformly between
−1 and 1 and by rowwise rescaling them such that each row of B has a sum of squares equal
to one. Each component score matrix Fi was randomly sampled from a multivariate normal
distribution, with a mean vector of zeros and a diagonal variance-covariance matrix with the
variances sampled between .25 and 1.75. Note that the scores on components that correspond
to clusters to which the data block is not assigned were equal to zero. The residuals Ei were
sampled from a standard normal distribution.
Next, the elements of B were multiplied by

1  e whereas each Ei was rescaled by

e . Because B was (re)scaled over all components, and thus over clusters, a data block
would only have an expected structural variance of 1  e  when it was assigned to all
clusters. This has two important consequences for the simulated data: (1) data blocks with
more cluster assignments would have more structural variance and thus a more favorable
expected error ratio, and (2) the expected structural variance over all data blocks would be
influenced by the total number of cluster assignments. The former represents a realistic
situation, since in real data sets the error ratio may also differ between the data blocks. The
latter would cause the overall error ratio to be larger for data sets with more clusters (factor 3)
6

This resulted in one common component (i.e., corresponding to a cluster containing all data
blocks) for 29 out of 3,240 data sets and in two common components for two data sets.
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and/or less cluster overlap (factor 4); thus, to safeguard the intended effect of factor 5, the
error was rescaled once more to ensure that the overall error ratio was the required one (note
that the between-block differences in error ratio are retained).
For each cell of the factorial design, 20 data matrices X were generated, yielding 3,240
data sets in total. Each data block Xi was columnwise centered and each data matrix X was
columnwise rescaled to obtain unit variances over all data blocks.
To evaluate model estimation performance, each data matrix X is analyzed with the
OC-SCA-IND algorithm, applying a convergence criterion  equal to 1e × 10−6 and using 25
random starts. To demonstrate the added value of OC-SCA-IND over SCA-IND, we also
performed an SCA-IND analysis with K components and the same convergence criterion.
Furthermore, to assess model selection performance of the proposed scree test, OC-SCA-IND
models with one to eight clusters are estimated for each data matrix X, each time with 25
random starts, and the scree test was conducted. To repress the computational burden, these
analyses are confined to the first five replications of each cell of the design.

5.2. Results
5.2.1. Model Estimation
We first discuss the sensitivity of the OC-SCA-IND algorithm to local minima. Then,
we scrutinize the goodness-of-recovery of the clustering, the loadings and the block-specific
component variances; for the latter two we also report the SCA-IND results. Finally, we
inspect computation time.

5.2.1.1. Sensitivity to local minima
Even though we applied a multistart approach using 25 random starts, the retained
solution may still be a local minimum. To evaluate the sensitivity of the algorithm to local
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minima, the loss function value of the retained solutions (i.e., the best solution out of the 25
random starts) should be compared to that of the global minimum. Because the simulated data
are perturbed with error and because sampling fluctuations can cause deviations from the OCSCA-IND assumptions (e.g., orthogonality of the components per data block), the global
minimum is unknown, however. Therefore, we used the solution that results from seeding the
algorithm with the true clustering matrix U as a proxy of the global minimum. Specifically,
we considered a solution to be a local minimum when the loss function is higher than that of
the proxy and the associated clustering matrices differ. Only 38 local minima were found, i.e.,
for 1.17% of the simulated data sets. Most of these, i.e., 34, occurred in the conditions with
six clusters.

5.2.1.2. Goodness-of-cluster-recovery
To evaluate how well the OC-SCA-IND algorithm recovers the true clustering matrix
UT, we calculated the proportion of correctly recovered cluster assignments (PCCA):
I

PCCA  1 

K

 u
i 1 k 1

T
ik

 uikM

I K

,

(15)

where uikT and uikM refer to the elements of the true and estimated clustering matrices UT and
UM, respectively. To deal with the permutational freedom of the clusters, the PCCA was
computed for all possible permutations of UM and the permutation that maximized the PCCA
was retained. The overall mean PCCA equals .97 (SD = 0.04), with a minimum of .70. It is
noteworthy that all PCCA-values smaller than .97 occurred in the conditions with only 15 to
20 observations per data block, six clusters and 60% error variance.
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5.2.1.3. Goodness-of-loading-recovery
To quantify the goodness-of-loading recovery (GOLR), we calculated the following
statistics:

 b
K

GOLRmean 

( k )T

k 1

K

,b( k )M 



and GOLRmin  min   b ( k )T ,b ( k )M 
k



(16)

with φ indicating the congruence coefficient7 [29] and b( k )T and b( k )M denoting the
component corresponding to the kth true and estimated cluster, respectively. The GOLRmean
statistic quantifies the mean recovery over all components, whereas the GOLRmin corresponds
to the component with the worst recovery. The best permutation of UM (see Section 5.2.1.2.)
was used to permute the estimated components before calculating the GOLR value. GOLRmean
and GOLRmin take values between zero (no recovery at all) and one (perfect recovery), and –
according to Lorenzo-Seva and ten Berge [30] – two components can be considered identical
when their congruence coefficient is above .95. On average, GOLRmean has a value of .99 (SD
= 0.03) whereas GOLRmin takes on a value of .97 (SD = 0.11). GOLRmin is smaller than .95 for
302 out of the 3,240 data sets, whereas 235 out of these 302 occurred in the conditions with
60% error variance.
Regarding SCA-IND, the GOLRmean and GOLRmin of the SCA-IND loadings8 amount
to .97 (SD = 0.06) and .91 (SD = 0.21), on average, which is worse than those for OC-SCAIND. Moreover, the GOLRmean and GOLRmin of SCA-IND is lower than the one for OC-SCAIND for no less than 2,912 (i.e., 90%) and 2,839 (i.e., 88%) out of the 3,240 data sets,
respectively.
7

The congruence coefficient [29] between two column vectors x and y is defined as their
xy
normalized inner product: xy =
.
xx yy
8
For SCA-IND, the permutation of the estimated loadings maximizing GOLRmean was used
for computing GOLRmean and GOLRmin.
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5.2.1.4. Goodness-of-component-variance-recovery
To quantify how well the block-specific variances are recovered, we calculated the
mean-squared-difference (MSD) between the true block-specific variances (including the
zeros according to the true clustering) and the estimated block-specific variances (including
the zeros according to the estimated clustering), using the best permutation of UM (see Section
5.2.1.2). On average, the MSD was equal to 0.02 (SD = 0.03). With respect to the manipulated
factors, MSD depends most on the number of observations per data block – mean MSD equal
to 0.03, 0.01, and 0.01 for data sets with 15 to 20, 30 to 70, and 80 to 120 observations per
data block, respectively – the error level of the data – mean MSD equal to 0.01, 0.01, and 0.04
in case of 20%, 40%, and 60% error variance, respectively – and, of course, whether or not
the clustering is recovered correctly – mean MSD equal to 0.004 in case of a perfectly
recovered clustering and 0.03 otherwise.
For SCA-IND, the MSD is, on average, equal to 0.23 (SD = 0.15), which is markedly
higher than that of OC-SCA-IND. Here, the MSD depends mostly on the number of clusters –
mean MSD equal to 0.07, 0.25, and 0.36 for two, four and six clusters, respectively – but also
on the error level – mean MSD equal to 0.16, 0.22, and 0.30 for 20%, 40%, and 60% error –
and the amount of cluster overlap – mean MSD equal to 0.29, 0.22, and 0.17 for the respective
levels of cluster overlap. The estimates of the block-specific component variances that equal
zero in the true data amount to 0.49 on average. These findings are probably due to the fitting
of error variance, since, on average, the SCA-IND VAF is 9% larger than for OC-SCA-IND.
Another way of looking at the recovery of the component variances is quantifying how
the relative differences between high and low (possibly zero) component variances are
preserved in the estimated component variances for OC-SCA-IND and SCA-IND. To this
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end, GOVRmean and GOVRmin values were calculated, both for OC-SCA-IND and SCA-IND,
where GOVR refers to ‘goodness-of-variance-recovery’. These statistics are calculated as in
Equation 16, replacing the loading vectors b( k )T and b( k )M by the I × 1 vectors containing the
true and estimated block-specific component variances for cluster k. For OC-SCA-IND, the
average GOVRmean and GOVRmin amount to .98 (SD = .05) and .95 (SD = .12), respectively.
For SCA-IND, they amount to the markedly lower .90 (SD = .09) and .85 (SD = .15),
respectively. The correlations between GOVRmean (GOVRmin) and GOLRmean (GOLRmin) are
.87 (.86) and .76 (.78) for OC-SCA-IND and SCA-IND, respectively, indicating that –
especially for SCA-IND – the recovery of the block-specific component variances is partly
but not entirely explained by the recovery of the component loadings.

5.2.1.5. Computation time
The analyses were performed on a supercomputer consisting of INTEL XEON L5420
processors with a clock frequency of 2.5 GHz and with 8 GB RAM and took about 16
minutes per data set. The computation time is mostly influenced by the number of data blocks
and the number of clusters. Specifically, the mean computation time was 6 minutes for 20
data blocks and 25 minutes for 40 data blocks, whereas the mean computation times for two,
four and six clusters were 2, 12 and 33 minutes, respectively.

5.2.2. Model Selection
On average, the CHULL procedure selected the correct number of clusters for 590 or
about 73% of the 810 data sets included in the model selection part of the simulation study.
When we also take the second best solution into account as recommended by Ceulemans and
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Kiers [25, 26], we obtain 81% correct selection. Given that some conditions are really
difficult, this is a good result. The number of observations per data block, the number of
clusters and the error level have important effects. Specifically, from Figure 1, we conclude
that in case of two clusters the correct model is always the best or second best CHULL
solution, whereas results deteriorate when the number of clusters increases. This effect of the
number of clusters is reinforced by the number of observations per data block: having more
information per block markedly improves model selection. Finally, model selection is worst
for the data sets with 60% error variance. Thus, for data sets with low VAF% it is better to
rely on substantive considerations and interpretability when selecting the most appropriate
number of clusters.
[ Insert Figure 1 about here ]

6. Application
In this section, we present an empirical example from emotion research. Specifically,
the data were gathered to study negative emotional granularity, which refers to the degree of
differentiation between negative emotions in a subject’s emotional experience [31]. Subjects
who score low on negative emotional granularity are unable to differentiate between different
negative emotions and thus feel overall negative without further nuance (i.e., all negative
emotions co-occur), whereas subjects scoring high on emotional granularity describe their
emotions in a more fine-grained way and will report specific negative emotions without the
co-occurrence of all other negative emotions.
In the study, 42 subjects were asked to rate on a 7-point scale the extent to which 22
target persons (e.g., mother, father, partner, …) elicited 15 negative emotions, where the
selected target persons obviously differ across subjects. Rows with missing data values were
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removed, which led to the complete removal of one subject. Thus, the data being analyzed
consists of 41 data blocks Xi, one for each subject, where each data block holds the ratings of
the 15 negative emotions for up to 22 target persons selected by subject i. The data blocks are
columnwise centered, vertically concatenated and columnwise rescaled over all data blocks to
achieve a total variance equal to one for each emotion.
As is mostly the case in empirical research, we have no idea on the number of clusters
to use. Therefore, we perform model selection by, first, performing OC-SCA-IND analyses
with one up to eight clusters and, then, performing the CHULL procedure. Visual inspection
of the scree plot in Figure 2 leads us to conclude that two or four clusters seem to be an
appropriate number of clusters; this conclusion is corroborated by CHULL which retains
these two solutions as the best ones. We therefore inspected both solutions and they extracted
essentially the same information from the data. The four-cluster solution was more refined
than the two-cluster one but also harder to interpret; thus, for reasons of parsimony, we will
only discuss the two-cluster solution.
[ Insert Figure 2 about here ]
The loadings of the two-cluster OC-SCA-IND model are given in Table 1. The
component of the first cluster has high loadings of all negative affect items – only the loading
of ‘jealous’ is somewhat lower – which is why we labeled it ‘negative affect’. The component
of the second cluster has a strongly negative loading of ‘jealous’ as well as positive high
loadings of ‘bored’, ‘uneasy’, ‘angry’, ‘dislike’, ‘uncomfortable’, ‘disgust’ and ‘hatred’; thus,
we labeled it ‘dislike versus jealousy’. Which subjects are assigned to which clusters may be
read from the left portion of Table 2. From this table, it appears that 30 out of the 41 subjects
are assigned to both clusters, whereas nine are only assigned to Cluster 1 and four only to
Cluster 2. Thus, for the majority of the subjects both components are, at least to some extent,
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underlying their emotional rating of the target persons. How strongly each of the components
is underlying their data, i.e., the component variances for each subject, may be found in the
right part of Table 2.
[ Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here ]
With respect to emotional granularity, emotion ratings that are only affected by the
‘negative affect’ component are clearly not granular at all, because they will be more or less
overall negative. In contrast, the ‘dislike versus jealousy’ component differentiates between
two groups of negative emotions (jealousy on the one hand and a number of dislike-related
emotions on the other hand), whilst not being associated to some other emotions (i.e.,
loadings of almost zero for ‘sad’, ‘fearful’, and ‘nervous’). Rating target persons based on this
component thus seems to add some granularity to one’s emotional experience.
To evaluate whether the structural differences between the subjects, as expressed by
the assignments to Cluster 1 and/or Cluster 2, may indeed be interpreted as differences in
emotional granularity, we related the cluster memberships to the average intraclass correlation
coefficients (ICCs; [32, 33]) measuring absolute agreement, which were calculated across the
negative emotions for each subject. This subject-specific measure quantifies whether the
target persons elicit each negative emotion to exactly the same extent (i.e., absolute
agreement). To this end, the subjects were divided into three subgroups: (1) the subjects only
assigned to Cluster 1 (i.e., applying only the ‘negative affect’ component in their ratings), (2)
the subjects only assigned to Cluster 2 (i.e., applying only the ‘dislike vs. jealousy’
component), and (3) the subjects assigned to both clusters (i.e., applying both the ‘negative
affect’ and ‘dislike vs. jealousy’ component). Boxplots of the ICCs for the three subgroups
are given in Figure 3. From this figure, it is obvious that the ICCs are higher for subgroup 2.
Specifically, the mean ICCs are .88 (SD = 0.010), .69 (SD = 0.11) and .89 (SD = 0.05) for
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subgroups 1 to 3, respectively. As higher ICC values indicate a lower granularity, subgroup 2
– i.e., the subjects applying only the ‘dislike vs. jealousy’ component in their emotional
ratings – contains the most granular subjects, which corresponds to what we hypothesized
earlier.
[ Insert Figure 3 about here ]
In Table 3, the component loadings and block-specific component variances are given
for the SCA-IND model with two components for the emotional granularity data. The
component loadings are essentially identical to the OC-SCA-IND ones in Table 1, i.e., the
congruence coefficients between the SCA-IND and OC-SCA-IND loadings are equal to .9988
and .9979 for the two components, respectively. The structure of the block-specific variances
is very unclear, however, in that the variances that are zero according to the OC-SCA-IND
model are estimated with values as high as 0.68 in the SCA-IND model.
[ Insert Table 3 about here ]

7. Discussion
In this paper, OC-SCA-IND was proposed as an adaptation of the existing C-SCA
models. The key feature of the new method is the overlapping clustering, whereas each cluster
corresponds to a single component. Consequently, on the one hand, OC-SCA-IND provides a
lot more flexibility in modeling the differences and similarities in the underlying components
of the different data blocks. On the other hand, it comprises the existing C-SCA methods (and
SCA) as special cases. Additionally, it may be conceived as a penalized version of SCA-IND,
in that the penalty in the objective function forces some block-specific component variances
to become zero, implying that these components are not underlying the data block in question.
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This leads to a more parsimonious and insightful solution. Specifically, in OC-SCA-IND, the
‘status’ (i.e., common versus some degree of cluster-specificity) of the different components
becomes clear when looking at the clustering matrix, while in SCA-IND one has to inspect
the block-specific component variances – which will easily take on values larger than zero for
all components, due to the fitting of error variance, as we illustrated in Sections 5 and 6.
Consequently, in SCA-IND, the component estimates can sometimes be inferior to the ones
obtained by OC-SCA-IND.
In Sections 2 and 3, we motivated the choice to only elaborate OC-SCA-IND for the
current paper. Using other SCA variants may be interesting for some data sets, however. On
the one hand, when between-block differences in component variances are not interesting or
desirable, the more restrictive OC-SCA-ECP may be preferred. On the other hand, the less
restrictive OC-SCA-P may be used when between-block differences in component
correlations are of interest (in addition to differences in component variances). Note that, in
both cases, rotational freedom is present for components that correspond to identical columns
in U with no overlap to other columns. The performance of these variants will be evaluated in
future research.
Another point of discussion may be the assumptions implied by the OC-SCA-IND
objective function. Specifically, the residuals are assumed to be independently, identically and
normally distributed. For empirical data, this assumption will often not hold. The robustness
of the OC-SCA-IND model against violations of this assumption was not examined in the
current paper. Previous work by Wilderjans et al. [21] on the influence of between-block
differences in error variance on the performance of a stochastically extended SCA, indicated
that the performance is only hampered when large differences in error variance are combined
with large differences in the size of the data blocks; thus, we expect similar results for OCSCA-IND. In any case, in future research, it would be useful to thoroughly examine the
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robustness of OC-SCA-IND to between-block and between-variable differences in residual
variance, non-normality of the residuals or dependences between the residuals. If proven to be
non-robust, extensions or adaptations of OC-SCA-IND could be developed, pertaining to
further refinements of the OC-SCA-IND objective function or a robust counterpart of OCSCA-IND building on the work of Hubert and colleagues [34, 35]. Another possibility could
be to avoid the assumptions all together by using a least squares loss function with a penalty
like the group lasso [36, 37]. Yet, a disadvantage would be that the weight of the penalty has
to be tuned.
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Figure 1. Mean values and associated 95% confidence intervals of the proportion of data sets
with a correct model selection for OC-SCA-IND, i.e. the correct number of clusters is within
the two best solutions according to the CHULL, as a function of the error level, the number of
clusters, and the number of observations per data block.
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Figure 2. Scree plot with the percentage of variance accounted for (VAF%) for the OC-SCAIND models with one up to eight clusters for the emotional granularity data. The convex hull
according to the CHULL procedure is indicated by the red line and the solutions on the hull
are indicated by a red circle. The solid arrow indicates the best solution according the CHULL
procedure and the dashed arrow indicates the second best solution.
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Figure 3. Boxplots of the intraclass correlation coefficients for (from left to right) the eight
subjects only assigned to Cluster 1 (‘Neg. affect’) of the two-cluster OC-SCA-IND model, the
three subjects only assigned to Cluster 2 (‘Dislike vs. jealousy’), and the 30 subjects assigned
to both clusters (‘Neg. affect + dislike vs. jealousy’).
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Table 1. Component loadings of the two-cluster OC-SCA-IND model for the emotional
granularity data set. Loadings with an absolute value higher than .40 are printed in bold face.

Bored
Uneasy
Miserable
Angry
Dislike
Inferior
Sad
Frustrated
Jealous
Fearful
Nervous
Uncomfortable
Disgust
Upset
Hatred

Component of Cluster 1 (38 subjects)
Neg. affect

Component of Cluster 2 (33 subj.)
Dislike vs. jealousy

.42
.61
.68
.67
.61
.61
.80
.67
.36
.70
.76
.70
.59
.74
.59

.71
.43
.12
.53
.68
-.35
-.01
.37
-.51
.09
.00
.46
.75
.38
.73
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Table 2. Clustering matrix (left) and subject-specific component variances (right) of the twocluster OC-SCA-IND model for the emotional granularity data set.

Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3
Subject 4
Subject 5
Subject 6
Subject 7
Subject 8
Subject 9
Subject 10
Subject 11
Subject 12
Subject 13
Subject 14
Subject 15
Subject 16
Subject 17
Subject 18
Subject 19
Subject 20
Subject 21
Subject 22
Subject 23
Subject 24
Subject 25
Subject 26
Subject 27
Subject 28
Subject 29
Subject 30
Subject 31
Subject 32
Subject 33
Subject 34
Subject 35
Subject 36
Subject 37
Subject 38
Subject 39
Subject 40
Subject 41

Cluster 1 (38
subjects)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Cluster 2 (33
subjects)
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1

Neg. affect (Cl. 1)

Dislike vs.
jealousy (Cl. 2)

1.35
1.22
1.33
0.72
1.09
0.98
0.51
0.93
1,21
0,70
0,96
0,94
1.22
0.91
0
0.93
0.96
0.81
0
1.42
1.07
0.66
0.76
0
1.22
0.73
0.78
0.53
0.76
1.21
1.44
0.60
0.56
1.18
1.25
0.44
0.35
1.39
0.48
0.77
0.80

0
1.29
0.67
0
1.12
0.93
1.31
0.92
0.76
1.29
0.64
0
1.11
0
0.89
1.26
0.70
0.71
1.40
0
0.83
0.67
1.48
0.93
0.94
0
0.71
1.20
0.83
0.80
0.86
0.80
0.84
1.29
1.01
1.01
0
0
1.04
1.00
0.72
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Table 3. Component loadings (left) and subject-specific component variances (right) of the twocomponent SCA-IND model for the emotional granularity data set. Loadings with an absolute
value higher than .40 and variances that are zero in the OC-SCA-IND model are printed in bold
face.
Component loadings
Neg. affect Dislike vs. jealousy
Bored
.34
.70
Uneasy
.54
.46
Miserable
.17
.64
Angry
.62
.50
Dislike
.55
.65
Inferior
-.29
.62
Sad
.04
.78
Frustrated
.37
.63
Jealous
.40
-.47
Fearful
.11
.67
Nervous
.03
.73
Uncomfortable
.65
.46
Disgust
.53
.70
Upset
.38
.69
Hatred
.53
.69

Subj. 1
Subj. 2
Subj. 3
Subj. 4
Subj. 5
Subj. 6
Subj. 7
Subj. 8
Subj. 9
Subj. 10
Subj. 11
Subj. 12
Subj. 13
Subj. 14
Subj. 15
Subj. 16
Subj. 17
Subj. 18
Subj. 19
Subj. 20
Subj. 21
Subj. 22
Subj. 23
Subj. 24
Subj. 25
Subj. 26
Subj. 27
Subj. 28
Subj. 29
Subj. 30
Subj. 31
Subj. 32
Subj. 33
Subj. 34
Subj. 35
Subj. 36
Subj. 37
Subj. 38
Subj. 39
Subj. 40

Subj.-spec. component variances
Neg. affect Dislike vs. jealousy
1.36
0.68
1.22
1.46
1.42
0.73
0.75
0.52
1.15
1.17
1.01
1.01
0.53
1.36
0.97
0.99
1.27
0.86
0.70
1.37
1.03
0.68
0.97
0.56
1.22
1.28
0.93
0.41
0.91
0.31
0.89
1.44
1.02
0.74
0.83
0.81
1.41
0.44
1.48
0.48
1.11
0.90
0.69
0.71
0.76
1.59
0.93
0.35
1.29
1.01
0.73
0.61
0.83
0.75
0.54
1.26
0.80
0.87
1.31
0.84
1.51
0.95
0.63
0.84
0.54
0.94
1.12
1.54
1.28
1.15
1.49
1.15
0.30
0.40
1.45
0.53
0.51
1.07
0.79
1.08
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Subj. 41

0.85

0.76

